
General CleaningSolutions

Care for Work Environments®

• Truly streak-free clean and shine

• No ammonia or other respiratory irritants

• Effective on all types of glass, plexiglass, and electronic screens

• U.S. EPA Safer Choice Certified



STREAK-FREE CLEAN
Ecolution® Pro Glass Cleaner contains powerful cleaning 
agents that cut through tough dirt and grime on all types 
of glass surfaces leaving a truly streak-free shine after only 
one application.  Grease, grime, film, oil, lipstick, smoke and 
fingerprints are no match for the cleaning power of Ecolution 
Pro Glass Cleaner.  

Ecolution Pro Glass Cleaner was compared to other industry 
standard window and glass cleaners. Testing was conducted 
using CSPA designation DCC-09 Cleaning Performance Test 
that evaluates cleaning, smearing and streaking performance.  
Ecolution Pro Glass Cleaner performed as well or better than all 
competing products on a scale from 0 - 12, with 12 being the 
best overall. 

CERTIFICATION
Ecolution Pro Glass Cleaner contains none of the harsh, irritating 
ingredients like ammonia and butyl found in traditional glass 
cleaners. Utilizing cutting-edge surfactant technology, its 
formula performs at the highest level for a clean, streak-free 
shine while still being considered safe for the end-user and the  
environment.  Ecolution Pro Glass Cleaner has been certified by 
the U.S. EPA Safer Choice program.   

CONCENTRATED FOR ECONOMY
Ecolution Pro Glass Cleaner is a super concentrated formula that 
can be diluted to meet specific customer needs. This offers the 
end-user tremendous flexibility while being economical. To assure 
accurate dispensing and cost control, Ecolution Pro Glass Cleaner 
can be diluted using State’s One Solution™ dilution system. 
Ecolution Pro Glass Cleaner can be applied with a traditional 
trigger sprayer or used in bucket and squeegee applications.   

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Normal Duty Cleaning: Dilute 8 ounces (1:16) of Ecolution 
Pro Glass Cleaner per one gallon of cold tap water.  Spray onto 
surface and then wipe with a clean cloth or paper towel.  

Heavy Duty Cleaning:  Dilute 16 ounces (1:8) of Ecolution 
Pro Glass Cleaner per one gallon of cold tap water.  Spray onto 
surface and then wipe with a clean cloth or paper towel.  

Bucket and Squeegee Cleaning: Dilute as instructed above and 
apply to surface with a sponge or brush and squeegee off.  

NOTE: When cleaning electronics, spray and wipe immediately 
to avoid any potential damage or discoloration.  

Please review label and SDS for all product directions, precautions 
and first aid information.

TECHNICAL DATA:
APPEARANCE: blue liquid
FRAGRANCE: no added fragrance
pH (DILUTED): 7.0-8.0
SHELF LIFE: two years

PACKAGING

124296 55 GL Drum
115861 20 GL Drum
115860 5 GLPail
115857 1 GL Bottle/CS4
115859 3 L Bottle/CS4 (For use with One Solution™)
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State Industrial Products
5915 Landerbrook Drive
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124
To Order Call: 1-866-747-2229
www.stateindustrial.com

Canada
6935 Davand Drive
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1L5
To Order Call: 1-800-668-6513

Puerto Rico
Royal Industrial Park, Bldg “M”
Local #5, Carr 869, km 1.5 Palmas 
Cataño, P.R. 00962
To Order Call: 787-275-3185


